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Abstract-There exist several algorithms for the calculation of convergents of a continued fraction. We 
will investigate the effect of data perturbations and rounding errors for some algorithms, using the ideas 
of Stummel’s perturbation theory [3] which is a fotward eTor analysis. 
In Section 1 we briefly repeat the forward a priori error analysis which we shall use. In Section 2 
we present three forward recurrence algorithms (including a method which we believe to be new) and 
the well-known backward recurrence algorithm for the calculation of a convergent of a given continued 
fraction. The next four sections are devoted to the (I priori error analysis of the four algorithms. The 
theoretical results are applied to numerical examples in Section 7. As far as the rounding errors were 
concerned no algorithm was better or worse than the others for all the examples and no error bounds 
were especially more accurate than the other ones. 
1. FORWARD A PRIORI ERROR ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS. 
The algorithms we will consider are defined by a finite sequence of input operations and 
arithmetic operations (F,, . . . ,FN) for the determination of (ul, . . . ,uN) which are data, 
intermediate or final results: 
U,=F,(U,, . . . 94-J f=l, . . . ,N. 
Under perturbations, an algorithm yields approximations v, of uI such that 
v,=(l +e,)F,(v,, . . . ,v,-1). 
We shall assume that the local errors e, are bounded by 
I4 5 Y0-i 1=1, . . . ,n (1.1) 
where y, are suitable non-negative weights and q is an accuracy constant. For the relative a 
priori errors ([3], p. 439) r,=(~,--u,)/u,, I= 1, ,N one can write down the following 
linearized error equations ([3]. p. 449) 
r-!%r=e (1.2) 
where r=(~,, ,rV), e=(e,, . . . ,eh.) and $13 =(>I>,,) is an N XN lower triangular matrix 
defined as follows: if F, is an input operation then $13,~ = 0, r= 1, . . ,l, and if F, is an arithmetic 
operation u,= II, o, u, with i. j<l. i#j 
01 r=i t=j t#i, j 
+ u,lu, UJU, 0 
- ‘04 - u,:u, 0 
/ 1 0 
1 1 0 
For the solution of the linearized error equations (1.2) one has to calculate (:I.LJ~)-’ = .‘/ = 
( .I /,,I where .I is the NX N unit matrix. The matrix .‘I is also a lower triangular matrix. 
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The weighted relative u priori condition number pi is then defined by 
I= 1. .N 
I=, 
and it permits the estimates ([3], p. 455) 
Ir,l5p, q+O($) I= 1, . . ,N. (1.3) 
One can also define weighted relative a priori data condition numbers py and weighted relative 
a priori rounding condition numbers pp: if D = {/IF, is an input operation} and R = {1/F, is an 
arithmetic operation}, we write 
Clearly p,=pf+pf. 
2. CALCULATION OF CONVERGENTS OF A CONTINUED FRACTION 
A continued fraction is an infinite expression of the form 
b, +a, 
bz + 
or, in a more suitable notation 
a0 a, U-J --e 
b,+b, +b?+*.. 
with a, and bk real numbers or functions 
The sub-expression 
a0 UI a2 a>, 
(‘,I = b,+b,+z+ . *. +b, 
is called the nth convergent of the continued fraction. 
If 
lim c, = c 
n-co 
(1.4) 
exists and is finite, then the continued fraction is said to converge to c. In order to 
approximate this limit, a sequence of successive convergents can be computed until 
sufficient convergence is obtained. 
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To this end, forward continued fraction algorithms (i.e. algorithms which permit the 
computation of c, out of c,_,) are very well suited. MikloSko[2] has shown that c, is the 
first unknown of the tridiagonal system of n + 1 linear equations 
H,,(u,, b,)x,, = atI (2.1) 




. . . . 
a, . . . . . . -1 
0 ““a,,,:;‘=. b,+, 
and the vectors x, and ak are given by 
X” = (X0.n Xl,n . . . X”,,)’ n30 
ak=(ak 0. . 0)’ ks0. 
Consequently, algorithms for the solution of a linear tridiagonal system, and especially for the 
solution of the first unknown, are also algorithms for the computation of a convergent. In this 
way MikloSko derives several well-known algorithms. 
If the shooting method is used for the solution of (2. l), we get the following popular 
algorithm: 
let 
A_,= 1, A_, = 0 Ak=bkAk-,+akA,c_z (k>O) (2.2a) 
B-,=0, B_1=l Bk=bkBk-,+akBk_2 @>,O) (2.2b) 
then 
c, =+ (n >/ 0) 
n 
The method based on the formulas (2.2-3) will be referred to as the A&algorithm. 
Gaussian elimination for (2.1) leads to another method: 
let 
fo=h,, fk=bkfaifk-I WI) 
then 
cn=k (_l)k ‘O’ ’ ’ ak 
k=O fi . . . f:-Lfk 
Since c, is represented by a sum, we call the technique using (2.4-5) the SM-algorithm. 





Let x0.,, and A,.,, respectively be the first and last unknown of (2.1.) and let _v,,_,,,_, be the last 
unknown of the system H,,_,(a,. b,)y,,_, =a, then c,,=x,,,~= -x ,,.,, iy,_,.,,_,. 
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Proof, Using Cramer’s rule we get: 
a, -1 o...o 
X n.n 
X,,, + - = 
Hn-,@,A) 
ffn-,(a,Jd a, 
0 4 lK,(~~,W( 
Yn-l.n-1 IHnhbd ;.(iz:,b,), H _ (a2 b ) 
0: .‘. dal, a1 
= 0 
where D is the upper-triangular matrix 
The unknowns x,,” and y,_ ,n_, can be computed by Gaussian elimination: 
if 
PO=% Pk= -Pk-laklfk-l (k 2 1) 
and 
a=&, gk=bk+akhl (k 22) 
~l=al~ qk= -qk_dgk_, (k 22) 
then 
PII X = - n.n fn ? Y”_,,n-, =; n 
so that 
Because 
P” aog, . . . &-I -= - 





aog, . . . g” 
fof, . . . f” = cn-’ ;. (2.7) 
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Now c, is written as a product and thus we call (2.6-2.7) the PR-algorithm. These three forward 
algorithms will be compared with the backward algorithm (abbreviated by BW-algorithm) which 
is a result of solving (2.1) by means of backward Gaussian elimination: 
if 
rlt+ 1,n =o, rkr=a,Jbk+rk+Is) k=n~...~O (2.8) 
then 
c, = r,,. (2.9) 
Since this algorithm is not forward, it must fully be repeated for each convergent we want 
to compute. 
3. ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE PR-ALGORITHM 
First we will compose the matrix ~3 for the computation of the convergent C, via the PR- 
algorithm. This computation consists of a sequence of operations where the lth operation 
determines the lrh row of ~13 since !H is composed according to the rules given in Table 1.1. 
The operation F, is written down in front of the lth row of $13. We only give the elements >I$,, 
r=l,. . . ,I because the others arc zero. 
Let us introduce the notations: 







Tk =Tk (ks2) 
T,,~(F)=I-F,+F,F,+,_ . +(-l)“-‘+‘F,. FL (l&k+l) 
T,,~(G)= 1 -G,+G,G,+,_ . . . +(- 1)“-‘+‘G, . . G, (2sisk-t 1) 
with the convention that 
Tk+l.k(F) = 1 = Tk+,,k(G) 
ri,k(F) = 0 = Tia(G) for i 3 k •t 2 
The matrix 9 which will have N = 8n + 1 rows and columns, can be subdivided into n submatrices 
where LA(I) is a 9 x N matrix and gCk) is an 8 x N matrix (k= 2, . . . ,n). 
We will only give the elements $I,,, t= 1, . . . ,I because the others are zero and we will 
also write the performed operation in front of the lth row of $8. 
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Then %(‘) is given by 
input a, 0 
input b0 = f0 0 0 
aolbo = co 1 -1 0 
input a, 0 0 0 0 
aJf0 0 -10 10 
input b, = g, 0 0000 0 
b, +;=fl 0 0 0 0 F, s, 0 
0 
&?,lf, 0 0000 1 -1 0 
co * (g,lf,) = Cl 0 0100 0 0 1 0 
and for k>2, @‘)=(%$,) (l=8k-6, . . . ,8k+ 1 and t= 1, . . ,l) is equal to 
input ak 8k-11 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 
4/g,- I 8k-11 (0) -1 0 0 0 1 
aJfk- I 8k-11 (0) 0 -10 0 1 
input b, 8k-II (0) 0 0 0 0 0 
&+z=” 8k-11 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 
k 
bk+e=fk 8k-11 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 
gklfk 8k-11 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 
ck- I ’ (gklfk) = ck 8k-11 (0) 0 0 0 1 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
G, 0 Tk 0 
0 Fk Sk 0 0 
0 0 0 l-10 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
For the computation of& =(g-LB)-’ we start from the relation 
(a,, - SH, = 0 for r>l). 
If we use the fact that &, = 0 for t<l and %,, = 0 then we get 
(3.1) 
which means that the Ith row of,</ is a linear combination of the preceding rows and with 
coefficients coming from the lth row of $14. 
The matrix.‘/ can, just like :I(, be subdivided into submatrices. as will be illustrated in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
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.d can be subdivided into 
where ,~2 (I) is a 9 x N matrix and .&’ (‘) = ( C~/,,),=Rk-6,...,8t+I is an 8 x N matrix (k32) given by: 
0 0 1 
-1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
-F, 0 F, F, S, 
-F, l-S, -1 1 
-l+F, 1 -F, -F1 l-S, -1 1 1 
<rj/ -1 (k) = 
6(O) 8(O) . . . 8(O) 00010000 
ep fg’(2) . . . dk’(k - 1) dk’W 
ep fjp(2) . . . dk’(k - 1) dk’W 
WV 8(O) . . . 8(O) 00000010 
fp q7ik’(2) . qkk’(k- 1) rp$(k) 
Oik’ rpa’(2) . . rppS’(k- 1) cpa’(k) 
\ 
ey’ q@(2) . . . vf’(k - 1) dk’(k) -1 1 
ep f#(2) . . . dW - 1) dk’W -1 1 l/ 
(remember that .‘/ is a lower triangular matrix), with 
(I?‘=(- I)“_’ (5(O), T,G? . . . G,_,) 
(I:“‘=(- I)“-’ (0. -F, . . FL_,. 0, F, . . FL_,. F, . FL_,, S,F, . . . FL_,) 
O~Al=C- l)“-’ (30). T,Cz G,) 
@‘=( - I)“-’ (0, -F , . . FL, 0, F, . . . F,. F, . . FL. S,F, . F,) 
W=(- I)“-’ (0. F, FL, 0, -F, . . F,, -F, . FL, T,G2. . . Ga-S,F2. F,) 
@+“‘=C 1, -TI.L(F)~ 1, 71.A(F)- 1, T~.A(F)- 1, T,T~,A(G)-S~T~.A(F) 
and for i=2, . . . ,k 
qik’(i) =( - I)‘-’ (0, 0, 0, G, . . Gk-,, G, . Gk_,, 0, T,G,+, . . Gk_,, G,,, . . Gk_,) 
pik’(i)= (- l)k-’ (-F, . . Fk-,, 0, 0, Fj . . . Fk-,, 0, F, . . . F,_,, SiF,,, . . . F,_,, 0) 
rpik’(i) =( - l)k-’ (0, 0, 0, G, . . . Gk, G, . . . Gk, 0, T;G;+, . . . Cl,, G;,, . . . G,) 
q$‘(i)=(-l)“-‘(-F,. . . Fk, 0, 0, F, . Fk, 0, Fi . . . Fk, S;F,+, . . F,, 0) 
q+‘(i)=(-l)k-’ (F, . . F,, 0, 0, G, . . Gk-F, . . . F,, G, . . Gk, -F, . . F,, 
Tic,+, . . . Gk-SiF,+I . . . Fk, G,+, . . . Gk) 
$@(~)=(-T,.~(F), 1, 1, T,,k(F)-Ti.k(G), l-TAG), - 1 +T,.dF), T,T,+I,~(G)-S,T~+I.~(F), Ti+~,k(G)) 
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and with the convention that F, . . . F,, and Gi . . . Gk are equal to 1 if i = k + 1 and equal to 
0 if i>k+2. 
Proof. First we show that the first 9 rows of ,‘/ are formed by .? “I. To this end we take 
(3.1) for 1 = I,...,9 and fill in the proper coefficients :,l,,: 
I= 1 d,j=6,j 
I = 4 d, = 6, 
1=7 .r/,j=F,.r/,+S,.c/,,+6,j= -F,6,+F,6,+F,6,,+S,6,,+6,, 
These results agree with the elements of &’ (I,. 
To prove the formula for J? (‘, we use induction: we show that &’ ,*, is of the right form and 
then we show it for J? (M starting from the expression for ~2 (Ir- ,,. 
The equations for 2 (*, are: 
l= 10 d,,=S,, 
1=12 d,,= -dTj + d,f)j + 6,, 
1 = 13 d,, = 6,, 
I= 14 d,4j=Gkd,,j+Tk~f’,3j+8,4, 
1 = 16 d,, = &,, - .E9,, + 6,, 
By filling in the values for s.&,~, -‘y;I and &gj and by substitution we get expressions forsi/j 
(l= 10, . . . ,17) which agree with the elements of..J G (2,, regarding the given formulas for 
W2, and ‘p(*)(2) (r = 2 3 5 6 7 8). r 
For ekarnple fo; ; 2 ;2’ we have 
so that the 12th row of si( is 
(0, F,, 0, -F,, -F,, -S,, -1, 0, 0, 1, 0, I) 
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On the other hand 




Hence ((Ii?), @(2)) forms the 12th row of .r/, i.e. the third row-of .r/ (2J. We assume now that 
the formulas are exact for .c/ ‘l-l’. To prove the formulas for .‘/ “I we need the equations for 
the rows 8k- 6, . . ,8k + 1. The coefficients ?H,, for the equations can be found in the block 
P’ of 53: 
The correspondence between the elements of .c/ and those of the blocks Lr/ W) (ka 2) is given 
by 
c,,, = ,c/ l(1+6)+8) 
/--8[l1+6)/81+7./ (13 10) 
where [x] is the integer part of x. 
With these transformations the equations become: 
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We obl-:rve already that these formulas confirm the fact that the first and the fourth row of 
ak have a 1 on the diagonal. If we combine the equations above for j = 1, . ,6 then we 
get equations for the vectors 8?: 
e(,k) = ep- 1) _ e$M 
which can be rewritten as: 
et,k)= _ep-1) 
ey)= -G,#-” 
eck’ = -_F @k- 1) 6 k 6 
ep’= -Gkiq-l)+Fke~k-l) 
ep) = ep- 1) - Gke\k- 1) + FkeLk- I) 
By induction we have expressions for the tXk-‘) which appear in the right hand side, so that it 
is now easy to check the formulas for the 9:“). 
For example for r= 8 we have: 
oik’=(l, -T,k-m, 1, T.k-m-19 ?,k-m-1, T,??.k-,(G)-S172.k-,(F)) 
-G,( - I)‘-‘(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, T,G2 . . . G,_,) 
+F,( - 1)k-2(o, -F, . . . Fk_,, 0, F, . . . Fk-,, F, . . . Fk_,, S,FZ . . . Fk_,) 
which becomes, regarding the meaning of the r-notation: 
ehk’=(l, -T,..dF)r 1, T,.k(F) - 1, T,.t(F)- 1, T, T&G) -s, T&F)) 
and this coincides with the formula given in the formulation of the theorem. 
The same can be done for the q:“(i) (i= 2,. ..k): if the equations for 
j=S(i-2)- l,..., 8(i - 2) + 6 are combined then we get equations for cpsk)(i) 
(r = 2,3,5,6,7,8). 
Some attention must be paid to the case i = k since, unlike in the case 2 < i 6 k - 1, 
the vectors 
are not zero-vectors but (O,O,O, 1 ,O,O,O,O) and (O,O,O,O,O,O, 1,O) respectively. Finally the equa- 
tions for j= 8k-- 1,8k, 8k+ 1 must be solved. 
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We have..u$‘=O for r= 1, . ,5 and.?/$‘=E,,_,,,.c;/$‘= -6xr~,,,+6x1,,.-a/‘,:‘= 
- 6,, _ ,,, + 6,,,, + 6,, + ,., as it should be. n 
According to the definitions in Section 1 we have for the PR-algorithm 
D={l,2,4,6} U {8k-6,8k-3(k=2 . . . . . n} and /?={I ,.... 8n+ l}\D. 
For the weights y, of formula ( 1.1) we take y,= 1 for 1 in R because the local errors are indeed 
bounded by n when F, is an arithmetic operation (addition, subtraction, division, multiplication). 
For 1 in D the y/q are upper bounds for the local error caused by the input of Q,,, b,,, a,, 6,,.. . 
and thus we will write from now on: 
Y2 = Yob 
Y4 = YtO 
76 = hb 
Ysk_6”= yp k = &...,?l 
ysk_,= yt k = 2,...,n 
The weighted relative a priori data and rounding condition numbers for the calculation 
of the n th convergent c,(n > 2) are 
and 
= 1 + 11 -T,.,~F)/ + 2 Q+ l~~.,,(~)l+ 11 -~dG)l+ 11 --T~.,,(F)~ + /T~+,.,,(G)~) + 3
where &“’ and q@(k) denote the sth element of fQ’) and &j(k) respectively. We will calculate 
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If a+0 and b,sO fork=O,l,..., n then the following numbers belong to the real interval [0, 11: 
Fk (ka 1) 
G, (kS2) 
s,, (kk 1) 
Tk (ks2) 
rt,,,(F) (ks 1) 
rt,n(G) (k 2 2) 
Irt.n(F) - rAG)I (ka 2) 
ITLT~+I,~(G)-S~T~+,,~(F)I (ka 1). 
Using Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
(if yob = yr’ then one can get a sharper upper bound for pi because then 
%mYob +(1 - ~,,“mY,” = r,“) 
and 
p; < 2 - r,,“(F) + i (4 + zk+ ,,(G) - Tk,n(G)) + 3 
k=2 
For numerical examples we refer to Section 7. Since y$ and $(kaO) depend on the chosen 
continued fraction, an upper bound for & in function of n will be calculated for each example 
separately. 
4. ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE AB-ALGORITHM 
We introduce the following notations (BO): 
ak h-2 
ak=x- 
bk Bk- I 
PI=, 
k 
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If we take a look at the N x N matrix 9 for the computation of the convergent c, via the AB- 
algorithm, we see that we can subdivide !4 in n submatrices and one row 
Where $@I) is a 7 x N matrix, gCk) is an 8 X N matrix 
9(N = 8n). Again we write the Ith operation in front 
Then GG’j is given by 
input b,, = B. 0 
input ao=Ao 0 0 
input b, 0 0 0 
b,Bo 1 0 1 
input a, 0 0 0 
(k=2, . . . ,n) and %J,,, is the last row of 
of the Ith row of tB. 
0 
0 0 
(b,Bo)+a,=B, 0 0 0 f3, l-p, 0 
a, * b,=A, 0110 0 00 
and 6%‘) is equal to 
input b, 8k-19(O) 0 0 zk(o) 0 0 0 
bk Bt- I 8k-19(O) 0 0 Zk(0) 1 0 1 0 
bk h-1 8k-19(O) 0 0 zk(O) 0 1 1 0 0 
input ak 8k-19(O) 0 0 zk(O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ak h2 8k-19(O) 1 0 zt(O) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ak Ak-2 8k-19(O) 0 1 z,(O) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
(bkBk-,)+(a@k-2)=Bk 8k- 19(O) 0 0 z,(O) 0 0 0 pk 0 0 1-pk 0 0 
(bk Ak-,)+(dk-,)=A, 8k-19(O) 0 Oz,(O) 000 0 l-&O 0 (Yk 0 0 
where z1,=3 for k=2 and .&=6 for k=3, . . . ,n 
The last row g8, is 
AJB, = c, 8n-3(O) -1 1 0 
For the inverse matrix .r/ = (:I - $13) - ’ we have an analogous theorem as in Section 3. 
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.C/ consists of blocks .? I”, . . , Lr> l”’ plus one row .‘/,,, where .:/ ‘I’ is a 7 x N matrix and 
Lr?“k’ is an 8 x N matrix for k=2, . ,n. 
For the last two rows of each block we can write down the following recursion for k= 
1, . . ,n. 
crd*k_2 = (@’ #k’(2) . . . /p(n) 0) 
L&_, = (X’Q n(k)(2) . . . dk’(n) 0) 
where @‘, xCt’ are vectors of length 7 and q”‘(i), d”(i) (i=2, . . . ,n) are vectors of length 
8 defined by 
1 p=(o @“=a$ 0 1 P, 1 p, 0 1 --PI 0 0 1 0) 1  
{ 
@*‘=(I%%+(1 -66) 0 PA PA (1-P,)P, PZ 0 ) 
x’Z’=( 0 1 l_or z 0 0 0 l-o*) 
{ 
@k’= &@lr- 1’ + (1 - pk)ga-2' 
X'k'=(l _,k)xu-l'+cykx('-2' 
rp(“(i) = 8(O) 
d@(i) = 8(O) 
for i=k+l, . . . ,n 
v”‘(k) = ( Pk Pk 0 l-pk l-pt 0 1 0) 
+‘(k) = (1 - cx kOl-oe (Yk 0 at 0 1) 
q”‘(i) = f&p”- “(i) + (1 - &)V)(k- “(i) 
dk’(i) = (1 - oLk)7FCk-“(i) + aknckm2’(i) 







The last row of A’ is 
dN= (x’“‘- P’, n@‘(2) - f&7’“‘(2), . . . ,lT(“‘(n) -q+“‘(n), 1) 
The vectors Gk’, xck’, (ock)(i) and dk)(i) have a fixed pattern of zero-elements: 
@j’ = @/’ = 0 
x\W = xf’ = xik' =x&k’ = 0 ka ’ 
cpskt(i) = q@(i) = q@(i) = 0 
7rik)(i) = dk’(i) = np’(i) = 0 
i=2, _ . . ,n and ka 1 
where 19ik’, x9’, pik’(i) and ?rLk’(i) d enote the sth element of oCk’, x”‘, pfk’(i) and dk’(i) 
respectively. 
Proof. First we will calculate an expression for the last two rows of a(‘), which can 
be done by taking the equations (3.1) for I = 1,. . . ,7: 
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Hence 
. ff,, = 62, + a,, + a,, 
In an analogous way we can obtain expressions for.r/,4, and .r/,S,, i.e. the last two rows 
of (;,I?) 
For’the blockCf> (‘I (ka3) we have to take the equations (3.1) with 1=8k-8....,8k- 1. 
If we take in these equations I sj68k- 9, then all the &terms are zero and we get: 
J&k-zj=Bk~*k-7j+U -Bk)~*k-4j=Bk~Qgk-loj+(I -BkbGk-18j (4.4a) 
&Sk - Ij = c1 - &~)~8k - 6j + akd4,, - 3j = (1 - akhf8k - sj + ad8k - 17~ (4.4b) 
Ifj > 8k - 8, then the term d, with I < 8k - 8 in the r.h.s. of the equations vanishes so 
that 
Observe that (4.4a) defines the first 8k-9 elements of the last row but one of.?(k) as a 
linear combination of the first 8k- 9 elements of the last rows but one of .c> (‘-” and 
<r-f (t- 2). Since P,_ @“‘(2), . . . , qP’(k- 1) contain exactly the first 8k - 9 elements of the 
last row but one of .‘/ (b’, the same recursion holds for O”‘, q”“(2), . . . ,qP’(k- 1). Analogously 
(4.4b) can be rewritten as a recursion for x”‘, a’“‘(2), . . . ,&“‘(k- I). 
If we define 
qck’(k) = (a’ Sk 2.8k ST-‘-Y dEik-2.tik-1) _ _ 
dk’(k) = (~&1,8k-S,.**, dSk-,,.9k-,)* 
then this agrees with the formulas (4.2 a-b) for cpck)(k) and dk)(k). Since & is a lower 
triangular matrix, indeed cp(‘)(i) must be 8(O) for k < i < n. The reason why we have 
subdivided the rows in vectors eCk), rptk)(i), xck), dk)(i) is that these vectors contain zeroes 
forming a pattern (e.g. the third, sixth and eighth element of cp”)(i) is always zero for 
i = 2,..., n), which is important for the computation of the weighed relative a priori 
condition numbers later on. The proof of this pattern is by induction. We give it for cp”‘(i); for 
T(‘)(i), W) and xCk’ everything is similar. 
Fork= 1 we have cp(‘)(i)=8(0) (25&n). Ifk=2then(pC2)(2) is given by (4.3a) and(p(‘)(i)=8(0) 
(3~i~n). which shows that the pattern holds for q”)(i) and @l’(i). Since for kZ3, q(“)(i) is a 
linear combination of o’“-“(i) and (D ‘“-?‘(i), the zero-pattern holds for v’“‘(i) too. n 
For the AB-algorithm we have 
0={1,2,3,5} U {8k-8,8k-5)k=2 ,..., n} andR={l,..., 8n}\D. 
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Again y,= 1 for 1 in R. For the input of uO. b,,, a,, b,.. . . . we write 
Yl = Yob 
Y2 = -Yea 
Y3 = Ylb 
Ys = YIU 
yBk_8=y; k=2,...,n 
yak_s=yka k = 2,...,n. 
The weighted relative a priori data and rounding condition numbers for the calculation of the 
nth convergent c, (nr2) are 





+ Idw>l+ Idv4l+ ldw( + l@(k)1 ) + 1. 
We need the following lemma to calculate upper bounds for pg and p,i$ in case a+0 and bkao 
for k=O,1,2,... 
LEMMA 4.1. 
Rounding error analysis for forward continued fraction algorithms 5.57 
If a,>0 and b,aO for k=0,1,2 ,..., tz. then the following numbers belong to the real interval 
(0.11: 
d@(i) 
n?)(i) s=l,. . . ,8 and i=2, . . . ,n 
17$‘(i) -q?)(i)/ 
and the following numbers belong to the interval [0,2]: 
-i 
q?)(i) + q7’;“(i) + f&‘(i) 
ry’( i) + Q(i) + 7$(i) 
i=2.. . . ,n 




Numerical examples can again be found in Section 7. 
5. ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE SM-ALGORITHM 
Before we give the matrix 3, we rewrite (2.5) in the following way. 
Let 
Hip=e.e..Fk i<k 
H -1 k+l,k - 
H,,k = 0 i 2 k + 2 
(Fk is defined at the beginning of Section 3, then 
co=Hoo=Fo=~ 
b0 
ck=ck_,+(- l)kHo,k (k = I,...,n) 
Notice also that 




A. thYT and P. VAN DER CRUVSSEN 
with GP the 10 X N matrix (N = 7n + 3) 
input iq 
input b0 = f0 










1 -1 0 
0 00 
0 00 
0 -1 0 
0 00 
0 00 
0 0 1 
0 0 co 
Cl 
and g(k) for ka2 the 7 x N matrix 
input t.& 7&-8(O) 0 0 
illpllt bk 7k-8(O) 0 0 
akifk- 1 7&8(O) - 1 0 
bk+(ak/fk-I)‘fk 7&-8(O) 0 0 
(dfk-#fk=Fk 7k-8(O) 0 0 
Ho+-,Fk=Ho,;, 7k-8(O) 0 0 


























CC{ consists of a IOXN submatrix,r/” and 




0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
-1 0 I 0 
-F, 0 F, & 
F,-1 0 l-F, -S, 








1 0 0 
0 Sk Fk 
0 
I 0 
0 (-I)$! 0 
0 
0 0 1 -10 
000 01 0 
00 0 0 0 
H 
(-I)‘$ 0. 
(n- 11, each 7xN matrices.c/(Q= 
1 
Ft 1 
I-F, -1 1 
I-F, -1 1 1 
; (1 -F,) $(1-F,)’ 2(1-F,) $F,(l-F,) ;F,S, ?F,(l-F,) ZF, -C”F, -C”F, 1 
Cl Cl 
1 
and for ka2 
Rounding error analysis for forward continued fraction algorithms 559 
6(O) 7(O) ..* 7(O) 0000100 
6(O) 7(O) . . . 7(O) 0000010 
t&k qq’(2) . . . qp(k - 1) pf’(k) 
ey 1 r&q 2) . . . q$‘(k - 1) q@(k) 1 
el,^) qq’(2) . . . qp(k- 1) qp(k) -1 1 
eb” f&‘(2) . . . qq’(k- 1) q+(k) -1 1 I 
8 y’ q@(2) _.. &‘(k- 1) q@(k) 
with 
o:k)=(- 1)” (0, H,.A.-,, 0, -H,.I_,, -&Hz.,_,, -H,,I-,) 
@‘=C- l)k (0, Hu, 0, -H,.,o -&Hz.t, -H,.J 
@‘=(-I)” (0, HLI-,-H,.a, 0, H,.lr-Hum,, S,(Hz.A-Hz.r_,), H2.L-HZ.k_,) 
@‘=(l, -7u(F) -TI.A- I(F), 1, TI.#) - FTN- I(F), - SI(TU_ l(F) + T~JF)), T,,~(F) - F,T~.~_ ,(F)) 
0:“’ = ( 1 , -~,.#)r 1, -F,T,.AF), %f!L! (T~JJF))~, - F,T&F)) 
CL 
and for i=2, . . . ,k 
co:“‘W=(- lJk-’ t-H,.,-,, 0, 0, 0, H,.I-I, &H,+,.,-,. H,,-,I 
g$‘Ci)=(- I)‘-’ (-H,A, 0, 0, 0, H,.k, S,H,+W H,.A 
&‘Yi)=(- I)‘-’ W,,I-H,.I-,, 0, 0, 0, HA-, -HA S,(H,+,,k-, -H,+d, H,.I.-, -H,,d 
d”(i) = ( - %A- LF) -TV, 1, 1, 0, TJF) - F,T,+ l.k_ ,(F), -UT,+ I.I_ ,(F) + T,+ ,J% 
Ti.dF) - FiTi+ I .P - ,(F)) 
qyl(i)=(_ 1)’ Ha (T/.AF))‘, - ~i.k(F) 7 - Ti.AF) 9 
Ck ( - lyi;,i_, * Ti./c(F)Ti+ I,k(F)Fi, 
1 
- ~,F,(T,+ I .L (F))‘, T,.#‘)T,+ ,.,(W,) 
THEOREM 5.7. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
For the SM-algorithm we have 
D={1,2,4,5} U {7k-3,7k-2(k=2 ,..., n} and R=(l)..., 7n+3}\0. 
For 1 in R we put yI = 1 and for the input of uo, bo, a,, b,, . . . , we put 
Yl = Yo” 
Y2 = Yob 
Y4 = Y,= 
Ys = Ylb 
Y,~_~= yka k =2,...,n 
y7k_2 = yt k = 2,...,n. 
560 A. CWT and P. VAN DER CRUYSSEN 
The weighted relative a priori condition numbers pc and p”y for the calculation of c,(n 2 2) with 
positive data a, and b, (k= 0,. . , n) are: 
’ +c HE [Tk.n(F)Tk+ dF)Fk?Ik” + SkFk(Tk+ ,.n(F))2rtl 
k=2 cn 
IER 
= 1 +F,T,,,(F) +  2 HM 
k-2 G 
(Tk.n(F))2 + zTk,,(F) +$+ + FkTk.,(F)Tk+ ,,,(F) 
0.k 1 1 
where we have already used Lemma 3.1. 
Because Ho,k_, GHo,o = co we obtain the following upper bounds for p: and pg. 
(if y: = yls one can use the fact that r,,#) + F,r,,(F) = 1 to get a sharper upper bound) 
Hot-, 3’ 
C” 
Qn(F) + y 
n > 
(which we obtain because tkn(F) -t Fkrk+ ,,(F) = 1 for k = 2,. . . , n) 
<2+32rt- l,+;l “i ck 
n k=l 
For a continued fraction with positive coefficients one can say that 
Numerical examples are discussed in Section 7. 
Rounding error analysis for forward continued fraction algorithms 
6. ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE BW-ALGORITHM 
We introduce the notations 
561 
gp’ = rk+l.n 
bk + rk+ 1.” 
k =n,...,O 
Gp’ = g6”’ . ..gp!.. k =n ,..., 1 
where the rk,” are given by formula (2.8) 
Via an analogous method as in the previous sections (N = 4n + 3) or using the ideas 
of Stummel in [4], one obtains: 
k=O k=O 
For a continued fraction with positive coefficients ak and bk (k = 0,. . . , n), the gp) and Gp’ 
belong to [0, I] and the condition numbers are bounded by 
p& (y;:+y:l) 
k=O 
If we rewrite (6.1) as 
0 - I 
p;=yo”+ 2 G:“‘(grly;+,+(l -g:“‘)y:)+G::‘y,, 
t=o 
then it is easy to see that for positive ak and bk and in case y;+ I = ykb for k = 0,. . . , n - 1 
we have the estimate 
Sharper bounds for gf) can be obtained by methods given in [I]. These methods can also 
be used to estimate Igp’l f or some classes of continued fractions which need not have 
positive coefficients. 
7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We examined several continued fractions and did not remark any regular pattern in 
the numerical results as far as the rounding errors were concerned: no algorithm was better 
or worse than the others in all the examples, no error bounds were especially more accurate 
than the other ones. Therefore we discuss now only the following continued fraction with 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































564 A. CUYT and P. VAN DER CRUYSSEN 
This continued fraction converges to the value x itself and for x close to 1 the convergence 
is very slow. 
In the following tables of numerical results one can find for each of the four algorithms: 
nth convergent calculated in 24 digit binary arithmetic 
relative a priori error for c, = vN where UN is the value of the nth convergent 
calculated in 56 binary arithmetic (viV,uN are defined in Section 1). 
(iN” + i-k%, 
b-A 
upper bound for /r&-q = 2-24), divided by Ir,vl (see (1.3) and (1.4)), where 
pND and &” are upper bounds for pND and pNR respectively. 
Ifwetakex=2/3theny,“=l=y,bfork=O,..., n (see Table 7.1) and if we take x= 0.96875 = 
31 3 2-5 then Y~“=O=Y,~ for k=O,...,n (see Table 7.2). 
We can make two important remarks: 
(a> If we want a reasonable approximation c, for the limit of a slowly converging 
continued fraction, n must be large. Since the upper bounds p’,$ and pNR grow with n, while 
lrNl can oscillate and stay very small the ratio (pND + pNR)q/[rNI can become quite large for 
a slowly converging continued fraction. In such cases (pND + &.,“>q is an irrealistic estimate 
for Ir,l. 
(b) Let us again take a look at the values of Ir,l. If the ( r, are quite constant then clearly 
@ND + iNRh /IrNj 
I 
g rows linearly (see the SM-algorithm in Table 7.2). If these values 
oscillate very much then of course also @$ +p#qlIr,] oscillates. 
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